Genetics of nonspecific immunity: I. Bidirectional selective breeding of lines of mice endowed with maximal or minimal inflammatory responsiveness.
The genetic regulation of acute inflammatory reaction (AIR) was studied by the method of bidirectional selective breeding, used to produce a line of mice giving the maximal and a line of mice giving the minimal inflammatory reaction (AIR max and AIR min, respectively). The AIR was triggered by subcutaneous injection of a neutral substrate (suspension of polyacrylamide microbeads), and measured by the leukocyte and serum protein accumulation in the exudate. The two parameters are positively correlated and present a normal frequency distribution. The highly genetically heterogeneous foundation population was produced by the equipoised intercrossing of eight inbred strains of mice, and selective breeding carried out by assortative matings of extreme phenotypes. The response to selection in 11 consecutive generations was highly asymmetrical: a marked AIR increase in the AIR max and no change in the AIR min line occurred. The mean value of realized heritability in the AIR max line was 0.26 and 0.18 for cell and protein concentrations, respectively. The response to selection must have resulted from the interaction of seven to nine independent gene loci endowed with additive effects. The lack of response to selection of the AIR min line is discussed. The large inter-line difference opens new possibilities for studying the biochemistry and molecular genetics of inflammation, and also for investigating the beneficial or detrimental effect of inflammatory responses.